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THE NEW LP500 –
NEXT LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE
The grip fits perfectly in your hand, the trigger feels just right, and after that first smooth
shot you’re in love with it. As the old saying goes, you never get a second chance to make a
good first impression – and that’s true for buying a new gun. Our ambition was to develop an
air pistol that feels like it was made just for you. The result is the LP500, an unbeatable
combination of performance, ergonomics and design – and a reliable match pistol that will
make you a better competitor. The LP500: Love at first sight.

“I tested the new LP500. Its trigger is
fantastic. The gun is extremely light, but
when you fire, it stays absolutely steady.”

MIRIAM PIECHACZEK,
DSB shooting squad

BEST PERFORMANCE. A STEP AHEAD THANKS TO
INNOVATION – THE NEW GENERATION OF AIR PISTOLS.
Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned professional, our goal is to help you succeed. To this end, we
scrutinize even our best products for ways to make them better. We try out innovative materials and
develop new production methods. When it comes to quality, we make no compromises, and sport
shooters all over the globe appreciate it. When you pick up the LP500, you’re holding our best air pistol
of all time – made so that you can achieve your BEST PERFORMANCE.

Rear sight with continuously
adjustable width and depth.
Sight can be rotated by ±10 degrees.

Absorber

New SADDLE design
of breech for easy
loading

Ambidextrous,
ergonomic
loading lever

Triangular front
sight, shiftable
and rotatable,
in widths
3.8/4.4/4.7 or
3.2/3.6/4.0

Top-quality barrel,
with or without gas
ports (STABILIZER)

Compensator
3D walnut molded match grip
with MEMORY effect can be rotated
and swiveled. Anatomically
optimized grip shape.

VARIO trigger blade can
be rotated, swiveled and
moved up and down

Space for up to four INLINE
weights of 10 g each for adjusting
the center of gravity

CARBON cylinder made of
aluminum-carbon composite,
service life 20 years, only 160 g

Pressure reducer
with QUICKCLEAN
air filter

BASIC EQUIPMENT, LP500

TECHNICAL DATA

- Match barrel with compensator
- Absorber
- Dry firing mode
- SADDLE breech
- CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite
- Molded match grip
- Rotatable sight (±10 degrees)
- Variable sight radius, continuously adjustable front and rear sight
- Variable rear sight cut-out (width and depth)
- Front sight with three different widths, continuously adjustable
- 3D lettering
- INLINE weight, gun case and accessories

- System: Compressed air, 200 bar
- Caliber: 4.5 mm (.177)
- Dimensions (L/H/W), mm: 420/140/50
- Weight: 910 g
- Trigger pull weight: 500 g
- Sight radius: 340 - 400 mm
- Barrel length: 221 mm

Integrated
pressure gauge
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VARIANTS. 4 HITS.
BE INSPIRED!

LP500 FINEST CRAFTSMANSHIP

For demanding shooters: Our professional model has everything you
could possibly want in terms of design, features and performance.
- GOLD barrel with aluminum barrel jacket, compensator, STABILIZER
- X-CHANGE trigger unit with electronic trigger (E-trigger)
- MASTER trigger blade
- 5D grip, right-handed, continuously adjustable grip volume, size M-L
- CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite
- 1x INLINE weight, 10 g
- Orange, blue, magenta, green, yellow or red color design
- Deluxe gun case with BIGBAG transport rucksack

LP500 EXPERT
For flexible shooters: The unique X-CHANGE trigger group lets you
switch any time between the innovative E-trigger and the M-trigger.
- GOLD barrel with aluminum barrel jacket, compensator, STABILIZER
- X-CHANGE trigger unit with mechanical trigger
- Regular 3D grip, right-handed, size M
- CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite
- 1x INLINE weight, 10 g
- Chrome color design
- Deluxe gun case

LP500 COMPETITION
For individualists: Use the Walther Modular System (WMS) to
configure your personal LP500 from the basic version.
- SILVER barrel with aluminum barrel jacket and compensator
- X-CHANGE trigger unit with mechanical trigger
- Regular 3D grip, right-handed, size M
- CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite
- 1x INLINE weight, 10 g
- Chrome color design
- Deluxe gun case

LP500 ECONOMY

For beginners: This light, low-cost variant is ideal for clubs and
for shooters who are just getting started – and of course you can
always upgrade it!
- SILVER barrel with round LIGHT barrel jacket
- X-CHANGE trigger unit with mechanical trigger
- ALL-IN-ONE universal grip, right/left-handed, size M-L
- Aluminum cylinder, black
- BASIC gun case

PERFECT DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.
TO MAKE YOU A WINNER.
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Excellent strength, low weight, low material fatigue
and good vibration damping: Our innovative CARBON
compressed air cylinder makes use of all the advantages of modern aluminum-carbon composites. 		
The result is a cylinder that is 20 percent lighter than
comparable aluminum variants and has an impressive
service life of 20 years. Each cylinder must pass 		
Walther’s HIGH-PRESSURE test process for maximum
safety.
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The LP500’s cleverly designed SADDLE breech makes
loading easier and faster: The thumb and forefinger
are guided to the right place for insertion of a pellet.
Close the ergonomically shaped loading lever and
you’re ready to shoot. This prevents damage to the
pellet through handling – for maximum precision.
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The volume of the LP500’s patented 5D grip is infinitely adjustable by means of three
screws to make it fit your hand perfectly. Do you prefer a classic form? Right-handed,
left-handed or universal grip, walnut or laminated wood, XXS to XL, slim or regular –
you have 18 different form and color variants to choose from. Get a grip on success!
The LP500 uses state-of-the-art technology to ensure absolutely smooth shooting 		
characteristics and precise operation. The ABSORBER, JET air channel, STABILIZER
and COMPENSATOR interact intelligently to absorb recoil, prevent turbulence behind
the pellet and eliminate the impact of compressed air fed from the cylinder. Together
they counter act muzzle jump and ensure better precision. In addition, the projectile
velocity is fine-tuned to the system in order to minimize vibrations in firing. Your 		
LP500 gives you reliability from end to end!
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Wear-free trigger adjustment year after year. Secondstage trigger weight can be reduced to an absolute
minimum. Integrated LED charge-level indicator: 		
These are the features that have made the innovative
Walther E-trigger so popular. Or do you prefer our
precisely adjustable mechanical trigger? With the
LP500 you can have both: The LP500’s new, compact
X-CHANGE trigger unit allows you to make the switch
without any trouble. Trigger stop and rechargeable
battery included (E-trigger)

ONE GUN – INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU LIKE? THEN DISCOVER
THE MODULAR SYSTEM FOR INDIVIDUALISTS!
Greater precision, flexibility and convenience: With its countless exclusive
features, the Walther LP500 has revolutionized air pistol technology.
The differences are in the details!

“As an experienced shooter I make
no compromises, and often it’s my
small personal preferences that give
me the decisive edge in competition.
The big advantage of the LP500 is
that I can design it according to
what’s best for me.”

OLEG OMELCHUK,
World Cup champion and
European champion
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These are the exclusive advantages that you get from Walther:
Walther Modular System (WMS): One pistol –
and a million combinations of features to choose from.
Interchangeable X-CHANGE trigger unit, with a choice of electronic or mechanical
trigger, easy to switch
MASTER trigger blade, adjustable in four ways, including tilt in the shot direction
CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite
New SADDLE design of breech for easy loading
5D grip with variable volume
INLINE weights (internal, sliding)
Finest craftsmanship finish and custom design

MIX & MATCH. THE LP500 CONFIGURATOR.
One for all? Yes, because the LP500 is versatile, in
keeping with the diversity of its owners. Whether
you’re an ambitious novice, experienced shooting
club member or demanding professional, the

Walther Modular System (WMS) lets you combine
the components as you wish. We’ll build a model to
match your personal requirements on our high-tech
assembly line.

BETHE
FIRST

How does the 5D grip feel? How precise is the trigger adjustment? And is
shooting really smoother than with other models? In short, does the Walther
LP500 deliver what it promises? Find out for yourself and be one of the first to
benefit from the high performance of the most innovative pistol on the market!
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Components
01
02
03

04
05

06
07 – 13

14
15
16

Interchangeable mechanical trigger (M-trigger)
Interchangeable electronic trigger (E-trigger)
LP500 system with:
Standard aluminum barrel jacket (80 g)
LIGHT compensator with rotating front sight 3.8/4.4/4.7
HEAVY steel compensator with rotating front sight 3.8/4.4/4.7 (not shown)
Front sight 3.2/3.6/4.0 (not shown)
GOLD barrel with gas ports (STABILIZER),
or SILVER barrel without STABILIZER (not shown)
CARBON cylinder made of aluminum-carbon composite (160 g)
Aluminum cylinder, black, silver, blue or red (not shown)
3D molded match grip for right-handers or left-handers, with
regular or slim grip volume, in sizes XXS to XL, made of walnut
or colored laminated wood
5D grip, right-handed, with variable grip volume, size M/L
ALL-IN-ONE molded polymer grip, right/left-handed, size S - L (not shown)
Color sets with compensator cone, trigger blade and 3D lettering.
Color design in chrome, magenta, orange, green, yellow or blue.
Red is reserved exclusively for the E-trigger (blade) and
GOLD barrel (cone).
LIGHT barrel jacket (16 g)
Sliding INLINE weight, 10 g, for rectangular barrel jacket
Barrel jacket weight, 30 g, for round barrel jacket
Weight bar, 25 g, with 20 g weights (not shown)
HORIZONT grip plate for bench rest shooting (not shown)
Name plate for grip (not shown)
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TRY OUT THE LP500 YOURSELF!
Test the new LP500 at one of our selected authorized
dealers and let them explain all the new features in
detail. Just inquire at one of our dealers.

GET YOUR LP500 PACKAGE!
A special gun deserves special protection.
That’s why your LP500 comes in a high-quality
Walther gun case. And on request a practical
transport rucksack will be included!

On the right
BIGBAG LP transport rucksack, with
room for LP500 in gun case, shooting
shoes and lots of accessories
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CARL WALTHER GMBH
Im Lehrer Feld 1
89081 Ulm
Germany
Tel. +49-731-1539-0
info@carl-walther.de
www.carl-walther.de
facebook.com/CARL WALTHER GmbH
Twitter@carl_walther_d
youtube: CarlWaltherTV

Ofﬁcial partner of the DSB
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Want to learn more about the new LP500? Visit the Walther website and our social media channels to get
the latest information on our current offers and promotions.

